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WHO SHOULD READ THIS REPORT

This report provides:

▪ forecasts for the number of pay-TV households and services, 

premium OTT video users, their retail revenue (spend) and 

average spend per user (ASPU)

▪ forecasts split by pay-TV platform: cable (analogue and 

digital), IPTV, pay DTT, satellite (DTH) and operator OTT.1

Operator OTT and third-party OTT are split by category of OTT 

video service – linear channels, linear events, TVoD (rental), 

TVoD (ownership) and SVoD

▪ forecasts for 16 individual countries and Western Europe as 

a whole.
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About this report

1 The full definition of the term ‘Operator OTT’ is articulated in the appendix at the end of this report. In short, this term refers to 

OTT video services offered by telecoms operators and also by pay-TV providers that have previously provided traditional pay-TV 

services. 

▪ Product and strategy managers within pay-TV providers and operators 

who require market sizing for business planning purposes, as well as an 

overview of the key trends that are affecting the market in order to help 

them to develop propositions accordingly.

▪ Business development managers within vendors of video solutions who 

need to assess the size of the opportunity for their products and 

services. 

▪ Financial analysts who need to understand the dynamics and the size 

of the pay-TV market and its interaction with OTT video services.

GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE

Regions modelled:

▪ Western Europe

Countries modelled individually:

▪ Austria

▪ Belgium

▪ Denmark

▪ Finland

▪ France

▪ Germany

▪ Greece

▪ Ireland

▪ Italy

▪ Netherlands

▪ Norway

▪ Portugal

▪ Spain

▪ Sweden

▪ Switzerland

▪ UK

KEY METRICS

▪ Pay-TV households and 

connections

▪ OTT video users

▪ retail revenue (spend)

▪ ASPU

Pay TV is split by the following 

access technologies:

▪ cable (analogue and digital, 

CATV)

▪ IPTV

▪ pay digital terrestrial TV (DTT)

▪ satellite (DTH)

▪ operator OTT1

▪ third-party (non-operator) OTT

OTT video is split as follows:

▪ linear – channels (paid-for and 

free)

▪ linear – events

▪ TVoD – (rental and ownership)

▪ SVoD (paid-for and free).
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The pay-TV market is in the middle of a reconfiguration – service 

categories are changing, and terms such as ‘connections’ and 

‘subscribers’ – which fit into broadcast TV services reasonably 

well – do not apply as well to OTT services. This forecast provides 

multiple category splits that aid different purposes, such as 

understanding the role of existing pay-TV providers versus new 

OTT entrants, the scale of on-demand consumption versus live 

streaming, and whether the mode of purchase is transactional or 

subscription. As such, detailed articulation of the terms used and 

the categorisations made is required in order to provide full 

clarity. Further detail regarding these assumptions, terms and our 

methodology can be found at the end of this report.

Key terms and conventions used in this report

▪ ‘Traditional’ versus ‘OTT’. ‘Traditional’ services refer to TV 

services delivered over a managed network that deliver a 

known and predictable latency and quality of broadcast 

content. ‘Traditional’ access technologies include the sum of 

services carried over IPTV, cable, DTH and pay DTT.

▪ OTT services. These are TV or video services that are 

delivered over an unmanaged IP connection, known as ‘the 

open Internet’. In this report, we use this term as a 

contraction of ‘premium OTT services’, which are services 

that generate transactional or subscription revenue, not 

exclusively advertising revenue. This means that services 

such as the free YouTube service are not included, but a 

free trial to Netflix is included.

Furthermore, multi-screen services (for example, unmanaged IP 

services that are sold alongside traditional pay-TV services to 

diversify the ways that consumers view content) are not included 

in ‘OTT services’. Revenue for such services is attributed to the 

associated traditional pay-TV service.

▪ Operator OTT. The full definition of this term is articulated in 

the appendix. In short, this refers to OTT video services 

offered by telecoms operators and also by pay-TV providers 

that have previously provided traditional pay-TV services.

▪ Third-party OTT. This refers to services offered by OTT video 

providers that have not offered traditional pay-TV services in 

a country in the past. This includes, for example, Amazon, 

DAZN and Netflix. It also includes Sky’s OTT service in Spain 

(where it launched an OTT service in 2017, but had not 

previously offered a traditional pay-TV service).

▪ Connections and users. Consumers may subscribe to 

multiple traditional pay-TV services and use multiple OTT 

services at once. This makes the process of forecasting 

users and revenue complex. This forecast allows for multiple 

traditional pay-TV subscriptions by articulating both the 

number of pay-TV ‘households’ and the number of 

‘connections’. For OTT, this report forecasts ‘users’ of 

particular types of services – a single user may use multiple 

services, and this is reflected in higher spend assumptions 

for each user.
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An introduction to the terms and definitions used in this forecast report
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7. Executive summary

8. 46% of TV and video retail revenue in Western Europe will be generated 

by OTT video services by 2024

9. Net retail revenue for operators will grow by EUR2.1 billion between 2019 

and 2024, compared to EUR8.7 billion for third-party OTT providers

10. Traditional pay-TV retail revenue has peaked in most Western European 

countries, but OTT video revenue is also growing where traditional TV 

revenue is in decline

11. Regional trends

12. Geographical coverage: OTT services will account for a significant 

proportion of pay-TV provider and operators’ customer relationships

13. OTT video delivery has become a credible alternative to traditional access 

technologies for operators – operator OTT connections will exceed DTH by 

2024

14. Retail revenue for OTT video services will almost double in Western 

Europe between 2019 and 2024; the bulk of this continues to be for 

SVoD services1

15. The number of subscriptions of IPTV and operators’ OTT services will 

increase, but cable, DTH and pay-DTT subscription numbers will fall 

between 2019 and 2024

16. SVoD take-up will continue to increase rapidly, but linear channel 

subscriptions are also valuable and increasingly popular

17. Country-level trends

18. France: IP migration will affect DTH more than other access technologies; 

Altice plans to continue using DVB-C over fibre for TV delivery

19. France: the number of OTT video users will grow, driven by global SVoD 

services such as Netflix and Disney+ but French linear channel services 

also drive growth

20. Germany: healthy growth in the number of IPTV subscriptions will 

counterbalance a  decline in the use of DTH as Sky migrates some 

customers to OTT video

21. Germany: OTT video ASPU will climb to EUR17.8 per month by 2024 as 

consumers subscribe to multiple, cheaper services alongside Netflix

22. Italy: the market is moving away from traditional pay TV as Mediaset 

focuses on OTT for paid-for services and Sky plans a stronger OTT push

23. Italy: DAZN has rapidly changed the OTT market in 2018/19 and many 

Italian consumers are choosing to use multiple OTT services side by side

24. Spain: Movistar has re-entered the OTT market, this time with sport; this 

will accelerate the decline of non-IP TV delivery market share

25. Spain: competition in the OTT video market is increasing; Netflix still 

dominates, but low-priced alternatives will encourage service stacking

26. UK: Sky’s ‘dishless’ service has not yet materialised and IPTV growth is 

stalling; the prognosis for the UK market is less positive than last year

27. UK: SVoD, especially Netflix, will continue to dominate the OTT video 

market but service stacking will increase diversity and value in the market

28. Forecast methodology and assumptions

29. Our spend forecasts focus on the direct flow of money between 

consumers and OTT video providers

30. How we classify OTT video services in this forecast

31. Further definitions 
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DTH and cable subscriptions will fall by 6.8 million to 2024.

The number of DTH subscriptions in Western Europe will fall by 

3.5 million between 2019 and 2024, to 26.4 million. Much of this 

decline will be driven by the active migration of DTH customers to 

OTT services, though Sky’s plan to do so (initially announced in 

2017) has run more slowly than initially envisaged. We anticipate 

the launch of a ‘dishless’ Sky service will still take place across all 

countries in its footprint in 2020 and 2021.

Cable TV subscription numbers will fall by 3.3 million over the 

forecast period to 41.8 million in 2024. This decline will be strongest 

in Germany, where it will lose share to new DTH entrants and strong 

IPTV competition. However, we expect some growth in the number of 

cable subscriptions in France due to the tight service bundling.

The number of IPTV and operator OTT service users will grow.

The number of IPTV connections will continue to grow, by 

3.6 million to 44.7 million by 2024. Spain will account for much of 

this growth, where the number of Movistar’s IPTV subscriptions 

will increase. We anticipate a decline in the number of IPTV 

subscriptions in France and the UK, primarily due to competition.

Operator OTT as an access technology will continue to grow and 

evolve. Although the migration from DTH to OTT has moved more 

slowly than Sky had initially hoped, other low-priced operator 

launches have taken place and the number of operator OTT 

subscriptions will double to 2024.

Figure 11: Pay-TV connections and ASPU by access technology, 

Western Europe, 2016–2024
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The number of subscriptions of IPTV and operators’ OTT services will increase, but 

cable, DTH and pay-DTT subscription numbers will fall between 2019 and 2024

All cable Pay DTTConnections: DTH IPTV

ASPU:

Operator OTT
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Figure 20: Retail revenue by OTT video service type, and ASPU, 

Italy, 2016–2024

Figure 21: Number of users by service type, Italy, 2016–2024

Italy: DAZN has rapidly changed the OTT market in 2018/19 and many Italian 

consumers are choosing to use multiple OTT services side by side

23

DAZN has rapidly changed the shape of the OTT video market in 

Italy, gaining 1.5 million users of its linear channels subscription 

service in the first year, driven by its acquisition of key sports 

rights. However, many users share accounts (the tariff design 

encourages this), so the number of users does not correspond 

1:1 with subscriptions.

Netflix continues to gain subscribers in Italy. We anticipate 

continued growth for Netflix, but TIMvision will also continue to 

gain subscribers as a ‘super aggregator’. New services to the 

market, such as Disney+, are likely to be stacked on top of 

existing subscriptions, so blended ASPU for OTT video services will 

remain higher than the price of most single services.

OTT VIDEO MARKET KPIs 2024
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About the authors
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CONSULTING

We deliver tangible benefits to clients across the telecoms 

industry:

▪ communications and digital service providers, vendors, 

financial and strategic investors, private equity and 

infrastructure funds, governments, regulators, broadcasters, 

and service and content providers.

Our sector specialists understand the distinct local challenges 

facing clients, in addition to the wider effects of global forces.

We are future-focused and help clients understand the challenges 

and opportunities that new technology brings.

RESEARCH

Our dedicated team of analysts track and forecast the different 

services accessed by consumers and enterprises.

We offer detailed insight into the software, infrastructure and 

technology delivering those services.

Clients benefit from regular and timely intelligence, and direct 

access to analysts.

Analysys Mason’s consulting services and research portfolio
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Analysys Mason’s consulting and research are uniquely positioned
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Research from Analysys Mason
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Consulting from Analysys Mason
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